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Notes on Contributors

ROBIN BEHN’s books are Paper Bird (Texas Tech), and The Practice of Poetry: Writing Exercises from Poets Who Teach (co-edited with Chase Twichell, HarperCollins). She teaches in the MFA program at Alabama and has a second book of poetry forthcoming from HarperCollins this year.

KAREN E. BENDER grew up in Los Angeles and is a 1991 graduate of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop. Her fiction has appeared in Playgirl, and Response, and new work will appear in The Kenyon Review.

LIZABETH CARPENTER works at the Center for Family Research in Ames, Iowa, which is a three-mile bike ride each way.

JOSHUA CLOVER says, “The remarkable thing about allegory is how unnecessary it is—how the particularities of lives, arc-welded to global events via the heat of media’s massive PopCult representation, take on allegorical weight with alternately exciting and brutal inexorability. On a less metaphysical note I should mention that ‘1/16/91’ in an earlier draft needed major surgery and Heather McHugh provided the incision.”

CAROL DE SAINT VICTOR teaches Victorian literature and nonfiction writing at The University of Iowa.

EVAN ELLIOT is a recent graduate of the nonfiction writing program at The University of Iowa. His interests include the personal essay and literary journalism.

EDWARD FALCO was awarded the 1991 Governor’s Award for the Screenplay from the state of Virginia for an adaptation of his novel, Winter in Florida. He has published poems and stories widely, and has work forthcoming in Carolina Quarterly, Pennsylvania Review, and Virginia Quarterly Review.

EILEEN FITZGERALD lives in Bloomington, Indiana, where she is at work on a collection of short stories. She teaches creative writing and literature at DePauw University.

PHILIP GARRISON’S collection of essays, Augury, was selected by Robert Atwan for the 1990 AWP award in creative nonfiction. It was recently published by the University of Georgia Press.

C. S. GISCOMBE teaches creative writing and African American Literature at Illinois State University and has published two collections of
poetry, Postcards and At Large. “The Hummingbird” is from a series of essays; others have appeared in Fiddlehead and The Hudson Review. AMALIA GLADHART is a graduate student in Romance studies at Cornell University. Her poetry has appeared most recently in The Madison Review, and The MacGuffin, and is forthcoming in Moving Out. EVAN HARRIS lives and works in New York City. MICHAEL HEFFERNAN has new work in Shenandoah, The Quarterly, and The Gettysburg Review. He teaches in the creative writing program at the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. JASON BLAKE KEUTER is a freelance writer living in Eugene, Oregon. He has a degree in history from the University of Oregon, but hopes such credentials are not held against him. IRRY SHAWN KEYS’s latest book, The Hearing, was published this past spring by Paco Books. The poems which appear in this issue are from his manuscript, “Bones and Buzzards.” PHILIP KOBYLARZ is a writer and photographer who is currently attending The University of Iowa. MATTHEW LIPPMAN lives in Brooklyn and has plenty of time to wander the streets. Other poems have appeared in Mudfish and Seneca Review. DIONISIO D. MARTINEZ was born in Cuba. His first full-length book, History as a Second Language, won the 1992 Ohio State University Press/The Journal Award in Poetry. His chapbook Dancing at the Chelsea was published by State Street Press. He has new work in Virginia Quarterly Review, Ploughshares, Prairie Schooner, Michigan Quarterly Review and elsewhere. His poem “Across These Landscapes of Early Darkness,” originally published in The Iowa Review, was chosen by Charles Simic for inclusion in The Best American Poetry 1992 (Scribners). FRANCES MAYES is chair of the Creative Writing Department at San Francisco State University. She has recent work in The Atlantic Monthly, The American Scholar, and Virginia Quarterly Review. DIANNE NELSON lives in Salt Lake City. Her fiction received a 1990 AWP Intro Award and her collection of stories won first place in the 1991 Utah Arts Original Writing Competition. Her work has appeared in a variety of literary magazines. KEVIN PILKINGTON is on the writing staff at the New School and was a guest faculty member at Sarah Lawrence College in 1991. He has published two chapbooks, Reading Stone and On This Quiet Hill, and his poems
have appeared in *Poetry, Ploughshares, New York Quarterly, Turnstile,* and *Verse,* among others.

KEN POYNER "would lead the quiet life of a simple civil servant, if I were quieter. Have placed perhaps 400 poems here and there in the last twenty years. Spend a lot of time at the local gym with my wife, a competitive bodybuilder. Bodybuilding and poetry may seem odd companions. They are. I am the most muscular writer I know, which accounts for nothing."

LEN ROBERTS's most recent book, *Black Wings,* was selected for the National Poetry Series and was published by Persea Press in 1989. A volume of his translations of the selected poems by the Hungarian poet, Sandor Csoori, was published by Copper Canyon Press this spring. Copper Beech will publish his next volume of poems, *Dangerous Angels,* later this year.

RADCLIFFE SQUIRES is the author of a dozen books of prose and poetry. A novel, *Tomorrow Let Lovers Love,* is scheduled for publication this year from Story Line Press.

PATRICIA WALLACE teaches at Vassar College and is at work on a book on modern and contemporary American poetry. She is also the editor of the "Poetry from 1945—" section of *The Norton Anthology of American Literature.*
Mid-American Review is pleased to announce the winners of the James Wright Prize for poetry and the Sherwood Anderson Prize for fiction for Volume XI. Andrew Hudgins awarded the James Wright Prize to Fleda Brown Jackson for her poem, "Burdett Palmer's Foot," saying that in the "deft lurch and flow of the lines...Fleda Brown Jackson beautifully captures late adolescent longing to move on, to leave behind both childhood and the place of childhood." Abby Frucht awarded the Sherwood Anderson Prize to Ian Woolen for his story, "First Guy, Second Guy," saying "Its charm lies in the way its utter unfamiliarity hits the reader with a suddenness like the suddenness of recognition;...its peculiar tenderness [lies] in the eerily unexpected intimacy that arises between the two men." Each winner will receive $100.

Mid-American Review awards the James Wright and Sherwood Anderson Prizes to the best poem and story published in a volume. The judges are nationally recognized writers. There is no application form nor entrance fee. The awards are given annually when funding is available.

Subscriptions to Mid-American Review are welcome: a one-year subscription is only $8, two years is $15, and three years is $20. A single current issue is $5, and sample copies are $4. Send to: Mid-American Review, English Department, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, OH 43403.
What do Laura Kalpakian, Robert Cohen, C. S. Godshalk, Ron Tanner, Barbara Bedway, Mona Simpson, and Jayne Anne Phillips have in common?

Each writer won a Pushcart Prize with a story first published in our magazine—
Three of those stories were lead stories in separate Pushcart volumes—
Two of those stories also appeared in *Best American Short Stories*—
And only a couple of those writers were known to us, even vaguely, when we took their work.

*The Iowa Review*

*Unsolicited manuscripts are the magic of our work.*
“Full of fictional, critical, poetic and biographical splendor.”
—The New York Times Book Review

“The best literary magazines have always endeavored to discover, accommodate, and sustain good writing... Shenandoah does all three.”
—Booklist

“A showcase for exceptional writing.”
—The Washington Post

AMONG OUR PAST CONTRIBUTORS:
Alice Adams Robert Lowell
W. H. Auden Thomas McGuane
John Berryman Howard Nemerov
Philip Dacey Flannery O'Connor
James Dickey Reynolds Price
William Faulkner David Slavitt
Jorie Graham Jean Stafford
Seamus Heaney Peter Taylor
John Hersey Anne Tyler
Conrad Hilberry John Updike
Daniel Hoffman Eudora Welty
William Hoffman Richard Wighley
Maxine Kumin Robert Wrigley

SHENANDOAH, BOX 722, LEXINGTON, VA. 24450

Name_______________________________
Address______________________________________________________________________
City________________ State________ Zip______

SINGLE ISSUE: $3.50
SUBSCRIPTION: $11.00 A YEAR ($14.00 FOREIGN)
Words & Images

The Georgia Review

Since its inception in 1947, The Georgia Review has grown steadily to its current position as one of America’s premier journals of arts and letters. Each quarterly issue is a rich gathering of distinguished parts—essays, stories, poems, graphics, and book reviews—but also an orchestrated whole, individual pieces blended to complement and enhance each other.

To subscribe, please send $18 for one year; $30 for two years to:

The Georgia Review
The University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602-9009
MC or VISA orders accepted at
(706) 542-3481
ONTHEBUSES

A New Literary Magazine

Poetry • Fiction • Translations • Interviews
Essays • Reviews • Full color Art & Graphics

“Destined to be a major aftershock in American Literary History” —Small Press

Double Issue 8/9

BUKOWSKI • Joyce Carol Oates

Interviews with:
Ai - Alison Lurie- Anne Waldman

Poetry and Prose of:
PABLO PICASSO & ALICE RAHON
Kate Braveman • Ai • Albert Goldbarth
Michael Andrews • John Oliver Simon
Stanislaw Baranczak • Cesare Pavese
Bemard Gershenson • Katherine Harer
Lyn Lifshin • Michael Carey • Yannis Ritsos

Essays: "Bukowski at 71" & "Surrealism & Language Poetry"

Issue #10 - Fall/Winter '93

Frida Kahlo Portfolio • Bukowski Album (poems & journals)

› Interviews with Alice Notley and Thylias Moss ›

Poems by Richard Jones, Ai, Albert Goldbarth, Michael Andrews, Billy Collins

The finest looking magazine I've seen in over a decade.”
— Joseph Bruchac

☑ 3 Issue subscription — $24.00 ☑ Single Issue $9.00, plus $1.00 shipping
☑ Double issue 6/7 - $13.50 + $1.50 shpg ☑ Double Issue 8/9 — $13.50 + $1.50 ship

Bombshelter Press — 6421 1/2 Orange Street, Los Angeles, CA 90048
Winner of the Western States Book Award for Creative Nonfiction—

**Going Back to Bisbee**

**Richard Shelton**

One of America’s most distinguished poets shares his fascination with a distinctive corner of our country as he rediscovers his past.

“Every word of this hegira speaks of the pain, the pity, and the unquenchable humor for which Shelton is justly celebrated. This is a book to remember and re-read.”

—Carolyn Kizer

“If you like to hug books, this is one to embrace, dance with, and smile over. It’s wonderful.”

—Ann Zwinger

$15.95 paper/$35.00 cloth

---

Also from the University of Arizona Press

**New in the Sun Tracks series—**

**Woven Stone**

**Simon Ortiz**

This omnibus of three earlier works—*Going for the Rain, A Good Journey,* and *Fight Back*—offers an appreciation of Ortiz’s love for language and for his heritage.

$18.95 paper/$45.00 cloth

**The Hawk Is Hungry and Other Stories**

*D’Arcy McNickle; edited by Birgit Hans*

Sixteen stories—ten never before published—represent the work of one of the most influential Native American writers of the twentieth century.

$14.95 paper/$29.95 cloth

**Announcing a new series—**

**New Chicana/Chicano Writing**

*edited by Charles M. Tatum*

Volume 1, Spring 1992, features works by Gary Soto, Sandra Cisneros, 28 others.

$14.95 paper/$40.00 cloth.

Volume 2, new for Fall, includes Miguel Méndez, María Herrera-Sobek, 11 more.

$13.95 paper/$29.95 cloth.

---

The University of Arizona Press

1230 N. Park Avenue, Tucson AZ 85719 / 1-800-426-3797
FOCUSING

On Beauty Parlors
Autumn 1988

On Trains & Railroads
Summer 1989

On Poets
James Wright, Winter 1990
John Berryman, Autumn 1991
Elizabeth Bishop, Winter 1992
Setting Out—an on-going series of
autobiographical essays by poets
on their early days.

On Baseball
Summer 1992

Begin your subscription ($15) with any of these and receive our next
tree issues. Or choose our Poetry Lovers Special—begin a two-year
subscription ($27) with our three special issues on poets. Send your
check today, attention: Box 2446-A. Or call 717-337-6774 and use
your VISA or MASTERCARD.

Gettysburg
The Gettysburg Review
Gettysburg College / Gettysburg, PA 17325
Since 1974 the Black Warrior Review has published talented newcomers alongside established writers, in the belief that this blend leads to the development of new forms and fresh styles. In this tradition BWR participates in the Associated Writing Programs Intro Journals Project, printing the best of student work-- the winners of AWP Intro Awards.

Begin your subscription now with our fall 1992 issue, featuring a chapbook by poet David Baker and an essay by Joy Williams, as well as AWP Intro Award Winners.

$6 / single copy
$11 / one year's individual subscription (2 issues)
$30 / tax deductible patronship (2 issues)

The Black Warrior Review Chapbook Series. Since 1987 we have included in each issue a chapbook by a poet of national reputation.

BLACK WARRIOR REVIEW
P. O. Box 2936
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35486

Michael Harper
Jorie Graham
Jane Miller
Sherod Santos
Linda Gregg
Christopher Davis
Laura Moriarty
Lyn Hejinian &
Gerald Stern
"GMR is solid, handsome, comprehensive. Of special note in the issue I saw is an article on prose styles by David Huddle."

_The Literary Review_

"GMR... has a strong record of quality work... many exciting new voices."

_Library Journal_

"GMR possesses even now that sort of character, vision and energy... The production is beautiful and the space crisp and clear. This New England magazine has a rich regional flavor but will grow to a national appreciation."

_Magazine Rack_

**Neil Shepard**, Poetry Editor  
**Tony Whedon**, Fiction Editor

Now in its fifth year of publication, the _Green Mountains Review_ has expanded from a regional to an international journal, featuring the poems, stories, interviews and essays of both well-known writers and promising newcomers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recent Contributors:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Julia Alvarez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Carruth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Clamptt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Hubbard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Huddle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send check or money order to:  
Green Mountains Review  
Johnson State College  
Johnson, Vermont 05656

$5.00 per issue  
$8.50 per year
Announcing the
~minnesota review~

(now under new management)

While still publishing committed poetry, fiction, essays, and reviews on any topic, each issue will include a select group of material focusing on a special topic of current interest.

A Call For Papers/Fiction/Poetry
For The Following Special Topics:

"New Right Rhetoric and Anti-intellectualism"
(on political correctness; anti-intellectualism; Kimballbloomed'souzaetal.

Papers, review essays, and reviews due by October 1, 1992.

Issue out by early Fall 1992

"The Politics Of AIDS"
(on AIDS; the public image of AIDS; the politics of medical research; health care policies.) Poetry, fiction, interviews, essays, reviews due by October 1, 1992.

Issue out by early Spring 1993.

"The Institution of English"
(the politics of the professional formation of English studies; the institutional context of literature; the concerns of the theory market.) Papers, interviews, reviews due by March 1, 1993. Issue out by Fall 1993.

Tell your friends! Tell your librarians!
The new minnesota review's coming to town!

Subscriptions are $8 a year (two issues). $16 institutional/overseas. The new minnesota review will be published biannually and will originate from East Carolina University beginning with the Fall 1992 special issue. Send all queries, comments, suggestions, submissions, and subscriptions to:
Jeffrey Williams, Editor, minnesota review
Department of English, East Carolina University
Greenville, NC 27858-4353
The Iowa Review T-Shirts

Don't abandon contemporary literature
The Iowa Review

One of the five best in America.
- The Christian Science Monitor
Some of the best writing in the nation.
- Literary Magazine Review

BUY ONE.
All cotton, sizes M-XL.

Send $12 to The Iowa Review,
308 EPB, The University of Iowa
Iowa City, IA 52242